Abstract The simple spike firing of cerebellar Purkinje cells encodes information on the kinematics of limb movements. However, these conclusions have been primarily based on averaging the discharge of Purkinje cells across trials and time and there is little information on whether Purkinje cell simple spike firing encodes specific motor errors during limb movements. Therefore, this study investigated single-trial correlations between the instantaneous simple spike firing of Purkinje cells with various kinematics and error signals. Purkinje cells (n = 126) were recorded in the intermediate and lateral zones centered on the primary fissure while three monkeys intercepted and tracked a target moving in a circle. Cross-correlation analysis was performed between the instantaneous simple spike firing rate and speed, the directional component of the velocity vector, and error signals during single movement trials. Significant correlations at physiologically relevant lags of ±250 ms were observed with tracking speed for 37% of Purkinje cells, with the velocity component in 39%, with direction error in 6% and speed error in 25%. Simple spike firing of the majority of Purkinje cells with significant correlation showed a negative lag with respect to speed and a positive lag with respect to error signals. We hypothesize that the cerebellum is involved in movement planning and control by continuously monitoring movement errors and making intermittent corrections that are represented as fluctuations in the speed profile.
Introduction
Fundamental to understanding the cerebellum's role in the control of movements is to understand the parameters encoded in the discharge of cerebellar neurons. Studies in behaving monkeys have shown that the simple spike firing of Purkinje cells modulate in relation to the kinematics of limb movements including position, movement direction and speed/velocity (Thach 1968; Fortier et al. 1989; Marple-Horvat and Stein 1987; Fu et al. 1997; Coltz et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2003; Roitman et al. 2005) . Most of these investigations were based on Purkinje cells recorded in the paravermal and neighboring lateral zones in lobules IV-VI, a region known to be involved with the control of limb movements (Fortier et al. 1989; Fu et al. 1997) . Furthermore, recent evidence shows that Purkinje cells in this area have very limited sensitivity to large changes in limb dynamics produced by external force fields (Pasalar et al. 2006) .
The cerebellum has been widely implicated in both feed-forward control as well as error monitoring and movement correction (Oscarsson 1980; Ojakangas and Ebner 1994; Kitazawa et al. 1998; Diedrichsen et al. 2005 ; Morton and Bastian 2006; Bastian 2006) . Also, the hypothesis that the cerebellum is the site of internal models of the motor apparatus generally requires that the cerebellum has access to motor error signals to adjust the internal model (Miall et al. 1993; Wolpert et al. 1998; Diedrichsen et al. 2005; Tseng et al. 2007 ). Although a number of studies have found that complex spikes are modulated by errors in limb movements (Gilbert and Thach 1977; Ojakangas and Ebner 1994; Kitazawa et al. 1998; Norris et al. 2004) , there is little, if any, information on whether simple spike firing encodes specific movement errors.
Previous studies assessing the relation of Purkinje cell simple spike firing to movement parameters have primarily relied on averaging the discharge over a number of trials as well as averaging over time epochs (Thach 1968; Mano and Yamamoto 1980; Fortier et al. 1989; Marple-Horvat and Stein 1987; Fu et al. 1997; Coltz et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2003; Roitman et al. 2005) . Recently, it has been shown that the single trial variations in simple spike firing of Purkinje cells in the floccular complex of the cerebellum are correlated with those in eye position, velocity and acceleration during smooth pursuit (Medina and Lisberger 2007) . This strong neuron-behavior correlation is consistent with the concept that simple spike firing is involved directly in the control of eye movements. Therefore, it is of interest to determine if the simple spike firing during limb movements shows robust correlations with movement kinematics during single trials.
The correlation between simple spike discharge and kinematics of limb movements during single trials is of interest from another perspective. Complex limb movements are segmented into submovements, also referred to as intermittencies. Submovements are evident in the speed profiles as bell-shaped irregularities (Miall et al. 1986; Doeringer and Hogan 1998; Novak et al. 2000; Roitman et al. 2004) . Submovements have both feed-forward and feedback characteristics and have been hypothesized to be scalable elemental blocks used to generate complex movements (Miall et al. 1986; Milner and Ijaz 1990; Doeringer and Hogan 1998; Roitman et al. 2004 ). Submovements are not simply biomechanical in nature (Roitman et al. 2004; Pasalar et al. 2005) and segmentation occurs in the EMG activity during slow finger movements, demonstrating that the final motor command is inherently intermittent (Vallbo and Wessberg 1993) . However, little is known about the central structures involved in producing and controlling submovements or the neural correlates of submovements at the single cell level.
An argument can be made for a possible role for the cerebellum in the control and production of submovements. The two strongest arguments linking the cerebellum to submovements are, first, that the same kinematic parameters (position, movement direction, and speed) used to control visually guided manual tracking (Engel and Soechting 2000) are involved in the control of submovements (Roitman et al. 2004) and Purkinje cell simple spike discharge is highly modulated in relation to the same kinematic parameters (Marple-Horvat and Stein 1987; Fortier et al. 1989; Coltz et al. 1999; Roitman et al. 2005) . Second, as detailed above, both the cerebellum and submovements have been implicated in feed-forward and feedback control. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the relation between instantaneous simple spike firing of Purkinje cells and various kinematic parameters during single trials and to assess whether the cerebellum participates in the control of submovements.
Materials and methods

Behavioral task
Three monkeys (H, M, and P; female; Macaca mulatta; 5-6 kg) performed a visually guided circular tracking task (Roitman et al. 2004) . Experimentation was in accordance with the Policy on the Use of Animals in Neuroscience Research as endorsed by the Society for Neuroscience and was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Minnesota. The monkeys moved a cursor (1 cm black cross-hair) on a vertically mounted screen by moving a two-jointed manipulandum in the horizontal plane (Fig. 1a) . Each trial was initiated by the monkey holding the cursor on a centrally located ''hold'' target (1.8 cm diameter red circle) for a random time (1-2 s, Hold period). A cue target (2.5 cm diameter yellow circle) then appeared at a radius of 5 cm at one of four different start angles (0, 90, 180, or 270°) and moved either clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) for 180°(Cue period) at a constant speed ranging from 3.1 to 9.6 cm/s. The target then changed to red signaling the monkey to intercept the circularly moving target within 65°o f target travel (Intercept period) and to track the target for an additional 360°(Track period). At any point in the trial sequence, deviation of the cursor from the hold or moving target aborted the trial. Target speeds (four or five depending on the monkey), start angles (four), and tracking directions (two) were randomly presented in a block. A total of ten blocks (320 or 400 trials) were recorded for each cell.
Behavioral and neural data acquisition
Hand position was acquired at 200 samples/s using precision potentiometers and was used to drive the cursor position on the monitor. Hand velocity was calculated by numerical differentiation of the position signal and was lowpass filtered at 12 Hz to preserve the physiologically relevant frequencies of the arm movements (Roitman et al. 2004) .
The recording chamber was stereotaxically positioned over the parietal cortex ipsilateral to the tracking arm, targeting the intermediate and neighboring lateral zones of lobule V (Thach 1968; Fu et al. 1997; Coltz et al. 1999) . The chamber was centered over the posterior parietal area, 2-3 mm anterior to the intraparietal sulcus. Histological results for monkeys H and M confirmed that the recordings were in the targeted areas as documented in a previous publication (Roitman et al. 2005 ). Monkey P is still being studied. Purkinje cells were recorded extracellularly using one or two paralyene-coated tungsten microelectrodes and identified by the presence of complex spikes (Thach 1968) . Conventional techniques were used to amplify the spike waveforms prior to spike discrimination (MSD, AlphaOmega Engineering). Simple spike data were stored at 1 kHz and transformed to a continuous, instantaneous discharge rate using fractional interspike intervals with downsampling to 200 Hz (Taira et al. 1996) .
Data analysis
Cross-correlation analysis was performed between the simple spike firing and several kinematic and error variables. Analyses were restricted to the data from the Tack period. First, we describe each of these variables and the rationale for their use. Second, we describe in detail below the calculation of the cross-correlations for single trials, including the assessment of tracking direction, speed and start angle on the correlations and the method used to determine if a correlation was significant.
The primary kinematic variable examined was movement speed because simple spike firing is known to be modulated by speed (Mano and Yamamoto 1980; MarpleHorvat and Stein 1987; Coltz et al. 1999; Johnson and Ebner 2000; Greger et al. 2004; Roitman et al. 2005) . Also, we examined speed because the fluctuations in the speed are used to define submovements (Miall et al. 1986; Doeringer and Hogan 1998; Novak et al. 2000; Roitman et al. 2004) . Using the approach detailed below, the instantaneous simple spike firing was correlated with tracking speed.
It is also well established that simple spike firing has directional tuning during this circular tracking paradigm and during other limb movement tasks (Fortier et al. 1989; Fu et al. 1997; Coltz et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2003; Greger et al. 2004; Roitman et al. 2005) . To test if the direction of movement contributed to the simple spike firing, we also computed the cross correlation between the firing and the velocity projected onto different axes. The target velocity was subtracted from the hand velocity prior to calculating the cross-correlograms to remove the overall target movement that was common to all trials. Therefore, this velocity component (VC) variable represents the variation in the directional component of the hand velocity in a single tracking trial. The cross-correlations were computed between the instantaneous firing and the velocity component for each of the 18 axes (0-170°in 10°increments). The axis resulting in the largest amplitude contrast (maximal difference between minimum and maximum correlation) was selected for each cell, in essence a cellspecific axis of the directional sensitivity of the speed.
The correlations between the neural discharge and two previously studied error signals, modified speed error (MSE) and direction error (DE) were also examined (Roitman et al. 2004) . These error signals were selected as both were shown to be highly coupled with submovements. The error signals were defined as follows: 
where r is the position vector, v the velocity vector, t 0 the unit vector in the desired direction: t 0 = (cos /, sin /), and subscripts t and h denote the parameters of the target and hand, respectively. Current direction of hand movement is denoted by h = \v h , and desired direction of motion to intercept the target during time s (0, 100, and 200 ms were tested) is denoted by / = \[(r t -r h ) ? sv t ]. Note that for s = 0, DE is the instantaneous direction of the hand movement relative to the target movement.
The analyses were designed to provide a rigorous test of the presence of significant, reproducible correlations between the continuous simple spike firing rate and kinematic and/or error signals. Cross-correlations were computed for the Track period of each single trial using lags from -500 to 500 ms in 5 ms increments. The cross-correlation profiles for trials with identical task parameters (start angle, direction, and speed) did not differ significantly (see ''Results'') and therefore were averaged, producing one cross-correlation profile for each task condition (Fig. 2a) . The amplitudes and times of occurrence of the extrema (both maximum and minimum) of the average cross-correlations were determined and analyzed for any differences across task conditions. First, we tested for differences in the times of the extrema as a function of direction, start angle, and speed with analyses of variance (ANOVA) at the cell population level using a within cell repeated measures design (a = 0.05). Second, a separate ANOVA was used to test for differences in the amplitude of the correlations as a function of direction and start angle (within cell repeated measures design, a = 0.05). Because there were no differences in any of the four measures as a function of tracking direction or start angle (see ''Results''), the correlograms were averaged across tracking directions and start angles, producing one cross-correlogram for each target speed (Fig. 2e) .
The next step was to determine whether these peaks in the average correlation for each target were significant. The chance of obtaining larger correlations increases with a decreasing number of data points (Fisher 1990 ). Higher speed trials have fewer data points and induce a systematic increase in the absolute values of the peak cross-correlations. Therefore, to test for differences in the amplitude as a function of speed the correlation coefficients were first Fisher-transformed to obey Gaussian statistics:
where r is the raw correlation coefficient. Then the crosscorrelation amplitudes for each pair of target speeds were compared using the z-statistic:
separately for maximum and minimum values. In this equation, n 1 and n 2 are the number of data points contributing to the Fisher-transformed correlation values r 1 0 and r 2 0 . To test for a significant correlation, a shuffling procedure was performed by cross-correlating the firing from one trial to the speed signal from a randomly chosen trial of the same task condition (Brody 1998 ). The shuffled cross-correlograms were averaged in the same way as the real (matching) correlograms (Fig. 2b, f) . The shuffling procedure was Each trace is the average of ten repetitions as seen in a. Traces of the same color are different tracking speeds. e Average cross-correlograms for each target speed (different colors). Each trace is the average of all (n = 80) single trials at that target speed. f Average shuffled cross-correlograms obtained the same way as in e repeated 100 times, each time pairing the firing from one trial to the other signal (speed, velocity component, or error signals) of a randomly chosen trial with identical task conditions. A z test was used to examine whether the maximum of the absolute value of the average cross-correlograms for each speed of the matching correlations was significantly higher than those obtained from the 100 shuffled correlations (a = 0.05). Only cells for which the shuffle test was significant for at least two target speeds are included in the study and only the data at significant speeds are reported in the population statistics.
The final step was to determine the amplitude and onset of any significant correlation with speed, velocity component or the motor errors. The onset (i.e., lead/lag) for any significant maximum or minimum was defined as the time prior to the peak, at which the amplitude of the correlation significantly exceeded the distribution of the shuffled correlations (z test, a = 0.05). Specifically, for each point in the cross-correlation profile, the value of the actual (matching) correlation was tested against the 100 shuffled correlation values to determine whether the actual correlation value was significantly larger than chance. The onset of a significant correlation, defined as the time when the correlation first exceeded this threshold value prior to the peak latency, was selected as the lead/lag for that peak. We are interested in only physiologically relevant lags and therefore, retained a correlation only if the lead/lag was in the ±250 ms range.
For each of the four parameters (speed, VC, MSE and DE) we determined the population of cells for which at least one of the peaks (minimum or maximum) reached significance and the timing was in the 250 ms range. On average across these four parameters, in 65% of the cells in each population, only one peak was significant. For cells with two significant peaks, we elected to further analyze and present only the larger of the two peaks. These secondary peaks did not yield consistent results, as they were fewer in number and their amplitudes were, on average, 27% smaller than the first peak.
Results
The simple spike discharge of 126 Purkinje cells were recorded (69 from monkey H, 19 from M, and 38 from P). Example movement paths, speed profiles, and instantaneous simple spike firing rates of five single trials (gray traces) with their averages (black traces) are shown in Fig. 1b-d . Both the average position and average speed of the hand closely match those of the target whereas the single trial speed profiles show peaks and valleys that have been previously used to identify the submovements (Roitman et al. 2004 ). Also evident is the increased variability of the single trial discharge rate compared to the averaged firing, similar to the kinematics.
Firing-speed correlations
The example cell shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the steps to test for a significant correlation and whether the correlation is consistent across task parameters. First, the cross-correlations between the simple spike firing and speed for trials with identical task parameters were generated (n = 10, Fig. 2a, grey traces) and then averaged (Fig. 2a, black  trace) . Both the correlograms from the individual trials and their average showed a consistent profile. In contrast, the shuffled cross-correlograms for the same trials did not show a consistent profile and the average is flat (Fig. 2b) .
Next, the average correlograms for each task condition were computed and were found to be similar (Fig. 2c, d) . Tracking direction and start angle were not significant factors for any of the four measures (minimum and maximum values and their lags) across the cell population (separate ANOVAs as explained in ''Materials and methods'', P [ 0.05). Therefore, the cross-correlograms obtained from different tracking directions and start angles were averaged, yielding one cross-correlogram per target speed. As shown in Fig. 2e , for example, these averaged cross-correlograms were highly consistent across target speeds, showing an increase in the simple spike firing 215 ms before an increase in the speed, followed by a decrease 39 ms after the increase in the speed. The absolute value of the maximum correlation was larger than the absolute value of the minimum correlation; therefore, only the maximum correlation for this cell is reported in the population analysis (see ''Materials and methods''). There were no differences in the amplitudes of the maximum correlation as a function of speed (pair-wise z test of the Fisher-transformed correlations, P [ 0.05 for all pairs of speeds). The average cross-correlograms obtained from one of the 100 shuffles for this cell (Fig. 2f) showed lack of consistency across speeds and markedly smaller amplitudes than the real correlations (Fig. 2e) . Furthermore, the maximum of the absolute value of the average cross-correlograms for each speed of the real correlations (Fig. 2e) was significantly higher than those obtained from the 100 shuffled correlations (z test, P \ 0.05 for all speeds).
Cross-correlograms for two additional example Purkinje cells illustrate the coupling between the variations in the simple spike firing and those in the speed profile (Fig. 3a, b) . For the cell in Fig. 3a , the absolute value of the minimum correlation was the largest of the extrema, and the simple spike firing decreased prior to an increase in speed (onset lag of minimum -121 ms). The Purkinje cell in Fig. 3b exhibited the opposite profile, increasing firing before an increase in speed (onset lag of maximum -217 ms). For both Purkinje cells, the time course of the cross-correlograms and the amplitudes and lags of the selected extrema were similar across target speeds (ANOVA, P [ 0.05).
Across the population, 46/126 cells (37%) passed all the tests required for the firing-speed correlations. There were no significant differences in either amplitudes or lags of the maximum/minimum correlation as a function of speed for any of the cells. The average amplitudes of the maximum and minimum correlations were not significantly different (Fig. 5a , maximum 0.07 ± 0.03, minimum -0.06 ± 0.02; all values are mean ± SD, unless noted otherwise). This is not unexpected because both increases and decreases in firing signal movement information. The average of the maximum absolute values of the peak correlation was 0.06 ± 0.02. The distribution of leads and lags corresponding to the onset of a significant correlation (Fig. 5b) revealed that the simple spike discharge in 35/46 (76%) of cells led the speed with an average lag of -62 ± 110 ms (significantly smaller than zero, one-tailed Student's t test, P \ 0.05).
Firing-velocity component correlations
The correlations between the firing and the hand velocity projected onto different directional axes were also computed to determine the directional sensitivity. As for the correlations with speed, tracking direction and start angle were not a significant factor for any of the four measures (minimum and maximum values and their lags) across the cell population (separate ANOVAs as explained in ''Materials and methods'', P [ 0.05). Therefore, the cross-correlograms obtained from different tracking directions and start angles were averaged, yielding one crosscorrelogram per target speed, for each projection axis. Figure 4a shows the correlograms for 18 different axes (black traces) taken at each target speed for an example Purkinje cell. The red traces correspond to the axis (170°) that produced correlation with the largest contrast (maximum to minimum) and show that the preferred axis was the same for each tracking speed. Therefore, this example cell had a directional preference with the firing best coupled to the component of submovements along the 170°axis.
The instantaneous firing rate of 49/126 cells (39%) was significantly coupled to the velocity component. Across this population of cells, there were no significant differences between target speeds in either lags/leads or amplitudes of maximum/minimum correlation. The average of the maximum absolute value of the correlation amplitude was 0.07 ± 0.03 (Fig. 5g) . The distribution of the preferred axes for these cells was significantly different from uniform in the 0-180°interval (Rayleigh test, P \ 0.05), indicating directional preference. The mean ± the angular dispersion was 85.3 ± 35.2° (Fig. 4b) . In contrast to the firing-speed correlations, the lags between firing and velocity component were equally distributed around zero (Fig. 5h , mean lag not significantly different from zero; Student's t test; P [ 0.05).
Firing-error correlations
Cross-correlations between the Purkinje cell simple spike firing and the two error signals, MSE and DE were also computed. Again, neither the extrema values nor their latencies depended on either start angle or the direction of tracking (ANOVA, P [ 0.05); therefore, the cross-correlations were averaged across directions and start angles.
The instantaneous simple spike firing was significantly coupled to MSE and DE in 32/126 cells (25%) and 8/126 cells (6%), respectively. As for the speed and velocity component, the selection criteria required that the cells pass the shuffle test for at least two target speeds. Overall, in 37 of 126 cells (29%) the simple spike firing was coupled to either error signal. In three cells the simple spike firing was coupled to both error signals. As shown for the example Purkinje cell in Fig. 3c and e, the simple spike firing decreased following an increase in MSE (Fig. 3c , lag of minimum 50 ms), and the firing also decreased following an increase in DE (Fig. 3e, lag of minimum 135 ms) . For the second Purkinje cell the simple spike firing increased following the increase in MSE (Fig. 3d , lag of maximum 43 ms). For this cell, the firing-DE correlation did not reach significance. For both Purkinje cells, the profile of the crosscorrelograms (leads/lags and amplitudes) were consistent across target speeds for each error signal.
Across the population, there were no significant differences between target speeds in either the lags/leads or amplitude of the minimum or maximum correlations for the two error signals. There were no significant differences in the minimum/maximum correlations as a function of speed for firing-DE correlation. The average of the maximum absolute value of the correlation amplitude was 0.07 ± 0.02 (Fig. 5c ) and 0.06 ± 0.02 (Fig. 5e) for the firing-MSE and firing-DE correlations, respectively.
In contrast to the largely negative distribution of firingspeed correlations and equal distribution of leads and lags for the firing-velocity component correlations, the simple spike firing lagged the motor errors. The firing lagged the MSE signal in 23/32 (72%) of cells (Fig. 5d ) and the average lag was 43 ± 111 ms (significantly larger than zero, one-tailed Student's t test, P \ 0.05). The firing also lagged DE in 7/8 (88%) of cells and the average lag of 76 ± 98 ms was significantly larger than zero ( Fig. 5f ; one-tailed Student's t test, P \ 0.05).
The distribution of leads/lags between firing and the speed, velocity component, and the error signals were significantly different from each other (ANOVA, P \ 0.05). A post hoc, multiple comparison analysis (separate ANOVAs for each pair of parameters) showed that the distribution of firing-speed leads/lags was different The constant s (Eq. 1) has the dimension of time and stands for the interval in which the control system makes the simple linear prediction about the future target movement. Consistent with the values used in previous studies (Engel and Soechting 2000; Roitman et al. 2004 ), the results above are based on s = 100 ms. We also tested s = 0 and s = 200 ms. The resulting firing-error correlations showed only subtle qualitative changes with respect to variations in s (data not shown), consistent with the previous behavioral results (Roitman et al. 2004 ). Importantly, different s values did not shift the leads/lags of extrema of average cross-correlograms: the lags for either MSE or DE correlations did not significantly differ between the tested s values (ANOVA, P [ 0.05). This demonstrates that the leads and lags of the cross-correlation extrema are not a function of s, but instead reflect the temporal coupling between the neural discharge and the errors.
Overlap in correlations and spatial distribution
The Venn diagram in Fig. 6 summarizes the numbers of cells with significant correlations for the kinematic and error signals studied, as well as their respective overlaps. The single-trial variations in firing were significantly correlated with one of the signals in 75 cells (56%). For Purkinje cells with significant correlations to at least one variable, 56% (42/75) had significant correlations with more than one variable. The two largest groups of cells had correlations with speed (46 cells, 37%) and the velocity component (49 cells, 39%). The overlap in these two groups consisted of 26 cells. This reflects that the firing in some Purkinje cells were directional, while others responded in all directions.
In 37 cells there were significant correlations to either MSE or DE, and in three cells there were significant correlations to both error signals. These three cells also had significant correlations with speed and velocity component signals. While this small number of cells showed significant correlations with all signals, the majority of cells were significantly correlated with only a subset of the measures investigated. This suggests that the potential control mechanism for monitoring errors and generating corrective movements occurs to a great degree at the population level.
Finally, we assessed if there was any spatial organization to the correlations relative to the location of the Purkinje cells. Separate ANOVAs were performed on the medio-lateral and antero-posterior coordinates of the recording locations with significant correlations for each of the four parameters. There were no significant differences (P [ 0.05) and hence no evidence of clustering or spatial segregation of the encoded signals. However, that conclusion has to be tempered by the fact that the analysis was based only on the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral recording positions relative to the chamber and cerebellar surface and not a rigorous, three dimensional reconstruction of recording sites.
Discussion
The major findings of this study are the prominent and consistent cross-correlations between Purkinje cell simple spike firing and hand speed, velocity component, and the motor error signals. The results were based on analyzing single trial data, in contrast with the traditional approach of analyzing the firing and behavioral data averaged across trials (Mano and Yamamoto 1980; Marple-Horvat and Stein 1987; Fortier et al. 1989; Fu et al. 1997; Coltz et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2003; Roitman et al. 2005 ). Also, most previous studies related the average firing to behavioral measures in time epochs. We applied stringent criteria to ensure that the correlations were not spurious. Neither starting position nor direction of movement affected the amplitude or times of the extrema values. Furthermore, the correlograms were not sensitive to tracking speed. The cross-correlations between firing with the velocity component and with the direction and speed errors were equally robust. Therefore, the couplings are invariant of trial-specific parameters. The correlations between the simple spike firing and the variations in tracking speed confirm and extend previous findings that Purkinje cells are modulated by speed (Mano and Yamamoto 1980; Marple-Horvat and Stein 1987; Coltz et al. 1999; Roitman et al. 2005) . Tracking speed acts as a gain factor for the spatial tuning profile (i.e., position and directional tuning) of the simple spike discharge (Roitman et al. 2005 ). The present cross-correlation results confirm that the simple spike coupling to speed holds across the range of different hand positions and movement directions.
To determine if the correlations observed with speed possessed a directional component, the cross-correlations between the simple spike firing and the velocity component were computed. The velocity by itself is inherently directional, representing both the magnitude and direction of speed. Compared with the other parameters tested, the largest number of Purkinje cells exhibited a significant correlation with the velocity component and the magnitude of the correlation was dependent on the projection axes. These findings demonstrate that the directionality of the fluctuations in speed is an important determinant of the simple spike firing, confirming and extending the previous findings that movement direction is encoded in the discharge of Purkinje cells (Fortier et al. 1989; Fu et al. 1997; Coltz et al. 1999; Greger et al. 2004; Roitman et al. 2005) . The velocity component has characteristics of both speed and error (the target speed was subtracted from it, see ''Materials and methods''), and, therefore, it is not unexpected that the firing-velocity leads/lags (Fig. 5h) were equally distributed around zero, unlike the largely negative lags for firing-speed and largely positive lags for firingerror correlations.
The distribution of the best directional axes was not uniform with the majority of cells preferring a center-out axis as shown previously (Fortier et al. 1989; Fu et al. 1997; Coltz et al. 1999; Johnson and Ebner 2000) . The reason for this lack of uniformity has not been fully resolved. The potential for sampling errors has not been excluded. Although the Purkinje cells in this study were recorded throughout both intermediate and more lateral zones surrounding the primary fissure (see Roitman et al. 2005) , one cannot dismiss the possibility that Purkinje cells in other regions of the cerebellar cortex are tuned to other directions of movements. However, a number of findings suggest that the non-uniform distribution of perferred directions is not due to sampling limitations. Neurons of the dorsal spinocerebellar tract (Bosco and Poppele 1997) and the primary sensory cortex (Cohen et al. 1994 ) both have preferred directional tuning in the anterior-posterior axes and both provide input to the cerebellar cortex. A nonuniform distribution of preferred directions exists in the vestibulo-cerebellum and has been hypothesized to correspond to the afferent axes of the semicircular canals and/or effector axes of the extraocular muscles (Gomi et al. 1998; Graf et al. 1988; Stone and Lisberger 1990) . Therefore, one possibility is that the preferred tuning represents a type of intrinsic coordinate system for the control of arm movements (Johnson and Ebner 2000) .
One theory of the cerebellum's role in movements is to detect and correct for errors. Psychophysical and imaging studies provide support for this concept (Maschke et al. 2004; Diedrichsen et al. 2005; Smith and Shadmehr 2005) . At the single cell level, complex spike discharge in Purkinje cells has been linked to motor errors (Gilbert and Thach 1977; Ojakangas and Ebner 1994; Kitazawa et al. 1998; Norris et al. 2004) . Although simple spike discharge signals movement kinematics (Fortier et al. 1989; Fu et al. 1997; Coltz et al. 1999; Roitman et al. 2005; Pasalar et al. 2006) , direct evidence that the simple spike discharge is correlated with specific errors during limb movments is limited. The firing-error cross-correlations show that simple spike discharge is coupled to both speed and direction error as well as the velocity component. Furthermore, for the majority of Purkinje cells the errors lead the discharge, consistent with these cells primarily monitoring errors.
For the Purkinje cells with significant correlations of their simple spike discharge to one of the four variables investigated, the majority were correlated with at least two variables. It needs to be acknowledged that these performance and error measures are not strictly independent. For example, the velocity component and MSE are functions of the direction of movement and the deviation of the hand velocity from the target velocity. Similarly, MSE and DE can co-vary depending on tracking performance. Therefore, the correlations with more than one variable could reflect, to some degree, this lack of independence. However, the overlaps in the correlations were far from complete, demonstrating that Purkinje cells are differentially tuned to these four variables.
Implications for submovements
The trial-by-trial correlations between simple spike firing and speed and the motor errors suggest a role for the cerebellum in the control of submovments. Psychophysical observations led to the hypothesis that submovements are produced by monitoring errors and are generated when the errors reach a threshold (Roitman et al. 2004) . For 76% of the Purkinje cells the onset of the significant correlations leads the hand speed suggesting that the simple spike discharge in these cells is involved in a feedforward manner consistent with the generation of submovements. Also, for the majority of cells the simple spike firing lagged the motor errors. These error signals have been shown to be involved in the submovements occuring during tracking (Roitman et al. 2004; Pasalar et al. 2005) . Therefore, Purkinje cells are likely involved in both the production of submovements and the error detection process that underlies submovement generation.
What about individual Purkinje cells? Of the 37 cells coupled to MSE or DE, 25 were also coupled to speed. To assess the timing between the error and speed signals for individual cells, we first reversed the order of the correlations to evaluate the lags for motor error to firing and speed to firing (i.e., simply by multiplying the leads and lags by -1). We only considered the peak absolute correlation for each cross-correlogram. For 10 of the 25 cells (40%), the maximum correlation with error led the firing by at least 50 ms, while the maximum correlation with speed lagged the firing by at least 50 ms. Therefore, for this small group of cells the firing increased in response to errors and, in turn, the increased firing was followed by submovements. A similar analysis of the 26 cells coupled to both speed and velocity component reveals that in seven cells (27%) the firing increased in response to velocity component change and, in turn, the increased firing was followed by submovements. While these correlations cannot prove causality, the timing of the correlations, both at the population level and for a fewer number of individual cells, is consistent with errors resulting in changes in Purkinje cell activity, which in turn results in the generation of a submovement.
Although this study analyzed fluctuations in speed profile and their relation to the firing fluctuations over single trials, no attempt was made to explicitly identify the submovements. Various algorithms of submovement identification have been used in the past, including minimum jerk profiles (Flash and Hogan 1985; Lee et al. 1997) , individually fitted velocity profiles (Milner 1992) , or more recently developed globally optimized algorithms (Rohrer and Hogan 2006) . However, these algorithms extracted submovements from the point-to-point reaching movements. Unlike reaching, the present manual tracking task is characterized by constantly sustained hand velocity. As such, it is difficult to use the previous algorithms to detect submovements. However, the single-trial correlation analysis is an indirect way of analyzing submovements, because such analysis essentially establishes the coupling over the large number of the speed and firing fluctuations. The presented correlation profiles can be viewed as an average firing behavior centered over the average speed fluctuation.
In our previous study, we found that the properties of submovements did not vary across directions and start angles of tracking (Roitman et al. 2004 ). The previous results were obtained from the same monkeys used in this study and performing the identical task. However, submovements do change systematically with target speed, increasing in amplitude as the speed increases (Roitman et al. 2004; Pasalar et al. 2005) . The correlations between Purkinje cell firing and speed, the velocity component or the error measures also did not change with tracking directions, start angles or tracking speed. The invariance of the correlations with respect to target speed is not in contradiction with submovement amplitude being a function of speed. Correlations reflect the degree of coupling between the firing and variations in speed. Therefore, a change in amplitude in one signal (or both) will not necessarily affect the measure of that coupling. The present results indicate that, even though submovement amplitude increases with speed, the coupling between the Purkinje cell and submovements remains constant. These invariant features are consistent with Purkinje cell firing providing a stereotypical signal in relation to submovements and errors coupled to submovements, compatible with the concept that submovements are a motor primitive (Bizzi et al. 1991; D'Avella et al. 2003; Flash and Hochner 2005) .
In conclusion, these findings provide a neural correlate of the previous psychophysical results suggesting the existence of an error correction system that continuously monitors the errors and generates intermittent corrections to the ongoing speed (Roitman et al. 2004) . Specifically, the cerebellar Purkinje cells appear to be a part of such an error detection and correction system.
